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INTRODUCTION
A complex of buildings in Oak Ridge, TN., built f_om terra cotta hollow clay tile blocks, was under study to determine its tolerance to seismic events. See Fig. 1 . The normal engineering approach to the study included modeling typical walls and verifying the models with test samples. Test samples of the walls were remove:d from actual buildings and set up in the seismic lab to be tested. During the removal of wall sections it was discovered that the alternating courses of 8" and 4" blocks with cotu'ses of 4" and 8" blocks was occasionally interrupted. Some courses had 4" and 4" blocks while others had the flutes turned vertically. This probably resulted from material shortages during construction and exacerbated by a demanding completion schedule. This discovery g¢merateddoubt as to the as built status of the walls and therefore the validity of the seismic toleraace models.
To determine the as built status of the walls, a nondestructive technique was needed that could rapidly interrogate each block location and indicate the type of surface block, hidden block, and identify nonstandard combinations. Commercially available instruments were tried with less than acceptable results. Ultrasonic instruments lacked the necessary penetration to determine the type of hidden block and infrared thermography required heating the wall from the opposite side. Radiography was considered but locating a r_Ldioactive source on opposite side of the wall was inconvenient and posed personnel safety concerns. The need for a new instrument was apparent so the development of the microwave based wall probe was initiated. After studying the response of terra cotta to microwaves over a wide range of frequencies, the configuration shown in Fig. 2 was determined to be a reasonable approach to a prototype insmm_ent. A description of the separate instrument systems follows.
Microwave System
The microwave source used for this instrument is a HP Model 8350A with an 86290C plug-in, under control from the system computer discussed in a later section. The microwave signal is split with a Sage Laboratories, Model 4234 microwave splitter to develop a probing signal and a reference signal. The probing signal is launched into the terra cotta block system by a i , i
• transmitting horn of rr oderate gain [I ] . As the microwave signal penetrates the blocks, a portion of the signal is reflected at each dielectric boundary while the remai_'_g signal 
Fig. 2 Microwave Based Wall Probe System
penetrates deeper into the block system. The reflected signal has an angle of reflection equal to the angle of incidence, thus emerging from the block system on the same side it entered. The remaining probing signal continues to be partially reflected at each dielectric boundary and the reflected signals combine to form a composite reflection. As each reflected signal component propagates back out of the block system, it has a phase angle dependant on the total distance traveled. The amplitude of each reflection is also affected by the distance traveled and the attenuation of the material penetrated.
The resulting composite signal is picked up at the receiving horn and contains multiple constituent reflections, each having a phase angle and amplitude dependant on its path through the block system. As the microwave generator frequency is swept from 6.SGHz to 9.SGHz, the composite signal varies in phase and amplitude relative to the reference signal. When the .p
• ' ' reflected composite is comparedto the referencesignalby a balancedmixer, Model M77C sold • by Watkins Johnson,a sum and difference of the composite reflected signal and the reference signal tends to be generated. The sum frequency is twice the operating frequency of the generatorand is beyond the bandwidth of the mixer. The difference signal is a direct current (DC) voltage, containing both phase and amplitude information. The DC voltage from the balancedmixeris appliedto ananaloginputon the computerwhereit is measuredandrecorded. ComouterSystem
The computer system is a Compac486C Portablewith DOS, Windows, and Lab Windows. It controls the microwave generator, reads the analog voltage from the balanced mixer, and analyzes the data or signaturesresultingfrom scanningthe unknownblocks.
Control of the HP microwave source is via an HP-IB bus that initializes the generator and increments the output frequencywhen a test is performed. RF output levels are set to 15dBm which is low enough for personnelsafety and high enoughto penetrateinto and out of the terra cotta block wall. Afterscanning an unknown,the outputof the generatoris effectively turned off to minimize unnecessarypersonnelexposureto RF. An analogto digital converter(ADC) is used to readthe voltage fromthe balanced mixer. After a readingis made, the generatoris incremented 1.0MHz and another reading is taken from the balanced mixer. This process continues over the 6.SGHZ to 9.5GHz rangewhich was experimentallydeterminedto be the most unique range forthe type blocks tested.
DataAnalysis
A typical response of the microwave system to scanning a block set is shown in the upper right corner of Fig. 3 . There, the output of the balanced mixer is plotted against the output frequency of the microwavegeneratorand a typical signature results. The positive and negative responses are a result of repetitive phase reversals between the generatorreference signal and the reflected composite signal. The peak amplitude variations are dependant on the relative amplitude of the reflected composite. The degree of signature variation is dependant upon the degree of variationin blockstested.
During the seismic studyprogram,a test wall was constructedof terra cotta blocks in normal and abnormal patternsand used to assess various NDE instrumentsfor potential use in the field. The test wall was well documented so it could be used to develop a data base of signaturesfor all likely block combinationsexpected in the field. Eachblock set was "scanned" with the microwave wall probeand the response or signaturewas stored for each of the tests• Data was recorded for 180 known samples representing 12 different combinations of construction.
Each time a scan was made of an unknown, the resulting signatare was translated into an "signature envelope" as shown in the lower riot side of Fig. 3 . The envelop is defmed as the area between a line connecting the positive peaks and a line connecting the negative peaks. When all the availableknownblockswere scannedandrecorded, those of like constructionwere grouped together and averaged. The average envelop for a particularblock type was stored in memory as a reference. 
